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President Jimmy Carter entered the White House with a number of campaign pledges . one of
w, hich was to return all 1'.S. ground forces from Korea over a four to five year period. Korea also fomied
one of the Carter Administration', first tests of a human - rights based foreign policy, for the Park regime
"was notorious for its repressive rule. Major General Singlaub. then Chief of Staff of U.S. Forces, Korea.
disareed with the conclusion of the administration that forces could be withdrawn without the risk of
war and was so quoted in the press just days before actual drawdown negotiations t'egan. A train of
e'.ents ensued which saw both the ultimate failure of President Carter to achieve a troop %i ithdrawal or to
inluence the internal policies of the Park regime, and the dismissal of Maj. C;en. Singlaub from his
pi ,tion as Chief of Sulf. A description of the events leading to Sinelaub's dismissal and eventual
retirement are presented. and the rationale for his actions is analyzed. The Singlaub A.\lfiir demonstrates
the dilficultv ot distinguishing ethical or meral posilon. established at personal risk - where individuals
chloose to ,hape the course of1 events through deliberate action - and those instances where events take
thier own course and individuals are swemt along by - in the final analysis - personal flawi. While die
Smiaub Affair does not present a role model for the soldier seeking an example of a moral or ethical
,,and. t•e charges and counter - charges in the press and other fo .ms demonstrate the need to understand
the essential hierarchical difference between the soldier's duty to obey, his institutional loyalties, and die
individual's moral and etlhical imperatives. fhe Affair also underscores the difficulty in establishing the
powers oft ,moral differentia~ton fundamental it) responsible dissent.



1. INTRODLCTI{}N.

"The recent controversi ,urrounding Maj. Gen. Sin'laub

underscoresA the dilemma in K hich senior American Mili-

tary officers find themselves. If they acquiesce it a policy

they believe to he utterly wrong, they risk being vilified as

cowardly, amoural careerists if that policy ends in disaster.

If they resign rather than implement such a policx', their

opposition loses much ofits legitimacy in the public sec-

tor and all of its effectiveness within the military itself.

Yet if they make their opposition known when still in com-

mand all the while acknowledging their determination

to execute that policY if it remains unchanged. they are

attacked obr threatening the principle of "civilian supre-

macy " and dismissed or transferred... "I

On May 19th, 1977, the Washington Post published an intervmew 2 by their Tokyo Bureau

Chief with General John K. Singlaub, then Chief of Staff, U.S. Forces in Korea. It appeared that

a senior officer had made a decision to publicly challenge a policy decision promulgated by his

lawful civilian superior - his Commander-in-Chief and President of the United States, Jimmy

Carter. The interview brought into public and Congressional scrutiny President Carter's plan to

withdraw U.S. ground forces from Korea. The Carter Admirustratiori was dealt a stunning and

very public blow, eventually recanting a policy which had been a campaign pledge. Mal. Gen.

Singlaub was almost immediately removed from his position in Korea and by 1978 had retired at

the age of 56, with no formal ceremony. ' The Press implied that he was being particularly



sing!ed out by noting mat he was not granted disability benefits despite "praL(lLeN :/hal 0 r

%e o I', j 1! .ý1 . t,, I r-t' r/ ?I,, ý r.I I nI/ a traK LL iftini, ! - ••tir' &e to :ol/ect ',,ereroift dijahihI% hen'fit" that

1> r r,i t uir' 'it,' w ,Lx re•dutit1 AS (' rnreltzea pay. S Such media coverage implied

that the Carter Administration had sought a punitive retirement for an officer who had pubiicly

ý'ssented against a Presidential Policy ( without specifying whether ot not Singlaub. in fact,

qUalified tor disability upon retirement ).'

"Many. both in the press and in Congress. chose to view the incident in much tne same

manner as reflected in the introductory quote - a classic confrontation between the moral

obligation to speak out - to break the chain of command and appeal to the American publi -

against a policy which was held to be both dangerous and ill-advised, and the princple of military

subservience to civlian control. Indeed, Maj. Gen. Singlaub's first public remarks fh;ilowing his

reltrement included both a criticism of the Carter Administration's conduct with resptcct to the

withdrawal issue, and the expressed view that, although he believed in civilian control of the

military, '.. a prlettinnal otyicer has to he ahle to distinvu:i.sh herteen proper and tmproper Jiv'en tand

"',t'A ccii prper .in tmproper uppt)rt. This paper examines whether or not Maj. Gen. Singlaub

fo!lowed his own professional ethic, the degree to which he properly distinguished between the

forms of support and dissent, and to the extent possible his motivation for the actions that

brought such a swift end to his career.

When and how to draw the line between loyalty to the chain of command, both military and

civilian, and the dictates of conscience has been and will continue to be a sensitive issue. Does

the case of Mai. Gen. Singtaub present us with some insights nto moral and ethical leadership

which can aid soldiers to discern .,vnore their duty lies ? We are, after all, a community of

professionals which cherishes loyalty as one of the foundations of our military ethic. To break

the bonds of the profession by publicly challenging the chain of command is an act which may be

contradictorily attributed to moral courage. egotism, or bad judgement. It is likely, in fact, that an
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individual who chooses to so act will be characterized as possessing ail of the aforementioned

attributes - one of the penalties for stepping beyond the accepted bounds of institutional

behavior. Recently we have seen the institutional pressures that can be brought to bear when an

individual challenges the judgement, competence and integrity of a fellow, but senior, colleague.

Dr. Margot O'Toole originally raised questions in 1986 about the validity of Dr. Theresa Imanishi-

Kari's research findings on the immune system. Only recently has it been acknowledged that

key data 'n the paper were fake. and that Dr O'Toole's commitment to scientific integrity was,

and is. commendable. Meanwhile, she lost her job, house, and feared that her husband would

also lose his job. She suffered personal attacks, including a Nobel Laureate's description of he.

as a "Jiý,r4rined po)st)icturalJe/flo-". Challenging an institution is not a task to be taken lightly,

even when the challenge amounts to no more than raising questions.'

Certainly, the norms of institutional behavior can inhibit soldiers and other professionals, both

individually and collectively, from challenging or opposing poiicies which are morally corrupt or

professionally incompetent. The example of the German General Staff prior to and dunng the

Second World War is, perhaps. the most tragic, both for the individual soldier and the world as a

whole. However. while most would hold those generals both individually and collectively morally

culpable for the cataclysmic events wrought by Nazi Germany upon multitudes of suffering

peoples. the argument has been advanced that they were prisoners of their own traditions and

could not be expected to act otherwise, despite the conflict between individual moral codes and

the atrocities perpetrated under the banner of the Swastika.8 The line these senior officers

chose to draw between public honour and private morality we now recognize as having distorted

the meaning of honor and set it apart from adherence to fundamental moral and ethical concepts.

The German General Staff focused on their traditional oath to the person of the Head of State,

and bound itself by that oath to paths that we rightly consider morally repugnant. Samuel P,

Huntington, writing on the military mind, remarked that loyalty and obedience are the highest



military virtues." The Nazi's ultimate distortion of the meaning of honor manipulated those

virtues with the slogan '.Itein Ehre Heisst Treue", placing honor as hostage !o blind obedience.

Clearly we in the United States would prefer to believe that the individual soldier shou!d ideally

possess the character, intellectual discrimination and moral courage to choose morally and

ethically sound courses of action even under circumstances when such actions ,lace the

individual in conflict with institutional loyalties. Our military ethic has been characterized as one

which puts principle above self-interest and is founded on personal integrity and moral courage. i',

But such acts of moral courage demanding extraordinary judgmental differentiation are. perhaps.

more difficult than those demanding physical courage. Therefore I chose to analyze the Singlaub

Affair. as it became known, for lessons that might prove valuable to soldiers in instances where

conscience comes into conflict with policy. My analysis and conclusions as to the merit of Mal.

Gen. S nglaub's actions as an example of moral courage and leadership follow.
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I1. BACKGR()UND TO SHOWD()WN.

It isn "t wh,at we don 't kno that ,ives us trouble, it'sL[

what we knot that ain't so.

Will Roigers

Although the purpose of this paper is not to weigh the relative merits of the Carter

administration's actions against those of Maj. Gen. Singlaub , a clearer grasp of the forces at

play in the Singlaub Affair can be reached from understanding how that incident was woven into

the context of the times. In particular, the United States as a whole was reeling in the aftermath

of successive shocks: the collapse of South Vietnam. rapprochement with China. Watergate.

and the economic effects of oil embargoes, to name but a few. Containment, a national policy

first enunciated by George F. Kennan, had gradually pushed idealistic reform aside in favor of

stability in opposition to the advance of Communism and allied revolutionary movements.

Although events have subsequently shown the basic wisdom of Kenflan's course, at the time

the implementation of the policy appeared to have developed serious flaws. In particular. a

reaction had begun to set in against the realpolitk of Henry Kissinger, whose remark that given

the choice between "justice and disorder, on the one hand. and injustice and order ,n the other. I

mihld alwav. choose the latter. ', seemed to many to reflect that America's leadership had strayed

far off-course from heartlanW America's hi.s.torical view of the Nation and itself."

Onto this stage stepped Jimmy Carter, who couched the 1976 race for the presidency in

terms of a contest between the insiders or power elite, whose policies were morally bankrupt, and

a new generation of outsiders, who were willing, and able, to make the changes necessary to

restore national self-esteem. While such claims are not new to politics, the degree to which this



claim was indeed true - with respect o .nD outsiders - is certainly unusual. Not only were

Carter and his band of Georgians outsiders to the Washington Establishment. they made it quite

clear that they were determined to maintain that status. In doing so, they managed to alienate a

significant proportion of the professional bureaucrats, soldiers, politicians and even press who

expected that their advice and opinions would be at least sought, if not heeded. From this

can be drawn a general inference that suspic:on existed as io whether Carter was prepared to

seek or accept the assessments of institutional professionals in the formulation and conduct of

policy Understandably. many professionals both in and out of uniform were uneasy

Carter's 1977 inaugural address stressed .Our, ',rtmopierl to hmnan rn,'ht ,mu, t he, ,', ,,lute

leaving no doubt as to the centrai role human rights would play in his administration's foreign

policy V And the record of the first year of the Carter Presidency testifies to his efforts to

execute such a policy. Carter reaffirmed his campaign objective to wO.hdraw troops from Korea in

one of his first press conferences. Whitle domestically this raised little reaction. Asians were

shocked. Japan. in particular. voiced its opposition as early as February1 '4 Such a policy was

not without opposition within his own circle of advisoýs. Cyrus Vance. his Secretary of State.

was concerned over both the campaign pledge to wihdraw troops from Korea and the application

of a human rights - based policy with respect to South Korea.

Carter's 1976 presidential campaign had been long on broad moral issues. but. as

mentioned he had early (1975) pledged to withdraw all U.S. ground forces from Korea within four

to five years of his inauguration . South Korea certainly represented an apt target for the

application of an human-rights oriented foreign policy, and was considered by many as the test

case to(" such a policy The last electiOn13 with even a pretence of legality had been held in 1971,

and subsequently. President Park had liberally used rule by emergency decree. obviating the

most basic constitutional safeguards. Dissenters had been impnsoned and the Korean Central

Intelligence Agency, the KCIA, was gaining a widespread reputation for torture and mistreatment



of challengers to the Park Regime. Quite clearly, the Park Regime was repressive and

dictatorial. although it also was responsible for a remarkable surge in economic growth. Park

attempted to counter growing criticism within the United S(ates with a well-financed propaganda

campaign and an equally well-financed, but disastrous, attempt to bribe members of the U.S.

Congress Koreagate. as a became known, only served to further single out South Korea as the

principle noncommunist target of Cartei's human rights crusade." Thus, the events that

followed appear to have a certain sense of inavitability.

While Carter was formulating his Korean policy. it is significant to note that a number of

varying estimates existed concer-ing the capabilities of the North Koreans, and, in fact. a number

of reassessments were being done by various agencies. Later, the release of an Assistant Chief

of Staff for tntelligence(ACFl)-directed study would prove to be the final nail in the coffin for

Carter's withdrawal plan. but at the time of the incident the controversy appears to have been

over three major areas: the size and equipment af the North Koreans. the contributions to the

overall military balance oi the 2nd Division . and the intentions of Kim II Sung. Mal. Gen.

Singlaub. for example, testified before Congress that an assessment to which he was privy had

reassessed the North Korean level of readiness as much higher than had been previously

thought. with significantly higher equ.pment levels, particularty tanks, disposed in sucO a manner

that an offensive capability was more a matter of intent than materd. "I On the other hand. a

Congr'nssional Budget Office Study made public on May 18. 1977. lust a day prior to the

publication of The Washington Post's Singlaub article, substantiated the Administration ,.osition

"(ttuI .•fltt'rlcan ftl lrci •vjtd he • it hdra n. tuhittit jupordi::n' Vh miltzarv halance er VI/Itit I I [i•! (ie[

riit ia, and %tr.teic "ahtlhu )I (Korea)' The study reportedly used the latest Pentagon secret

studies i,
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The role of the 2nd Divisicn had been earlier questioned as to its actual effect on the military

balance should a conflict arise. There appears to have been some debate within the military

itself In fact. Ccngressional testimony in 1975 conceded that the Republic ot Korea (ROK)

forces were sufficient in themselves and that the 2nd Division might therefore be available as a

Pacific reserve. With the emerging change in assessments generated by the ACSI study. this

opinion withered w:thin the military, at least.-'

Despite Nixon's rapprochement with China and the Carter Administration's goal to normalize

U.S. - Chinese relations. Kim H Sung remained the most impenetrable factor in the calculus of

risk. Normalization might deprive Kim of a geographically contiguous sponsor, but, then. as now.

it was difficult to find a seer willing to predict that the North Korean leader would follow a rational

course. The unpredictability of Kim II Sung , coupled with the emerging picture of a here-to-fore

undetected build-up, were perhaps the gravest concerns of military leaders within the Pentagon

and in Korea.

Carter's earliest meeting with members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in January left no doubt

that he was serious about his pledge to withdraw troops from Korea. Events moved rapidly in the

early days of his administration and by the 26th of January, Carter had issued Presidential

Review Memorandum (PRM) 13, which, inter alia, requested the Joint Chiefs of Staff examine

courses of action for dealing with reductions in U.S. conventional ground forces in Korea. The

U.S. command in Korea , as might be expected, was consulted on a number of alternative

withdrawal schemes. The JCS , by 7 March, responded to the Secretary of Defense and the

JCS position then became one of a series of options in an interagency memorandum prepared as

a collective response to the PRM. Whiile the JCS had recommended that no significant

reduction oc,.ur above those already programmed, they also concluded that a phased reduction

of 7,000 Army spaces could be made hy the end of FY82 without seriously degrading the

deterrence value of our presence in Korea. The memorandum was then reviewed by a Policy



Review Committee on the 21st of April. The National Security Council. chaired by the Secretary

of State. Cyrus Vance. met on the 27th of April to consider the issue (the services were

represented at both the Policy Review Committee and NSC meetings by the Chairman of the

JCS. Gen. George S. Brown (USAF)). and on 5 May Carter issued Presidential Directive

PD/NSC-12, which laid out specifics with respect to withdrawal. Copies were received by the

* JCS cn 6 May and relevant extracts provided to the service chiefs by the 10th of May-'

0

While the Presidential Review Memorandum was being worked in the interagency process,

the Chief of Staff of the Army, Gen. Bernard W. Rogers, left for a visit to the troops in Korea. He

arrived on the 27th of April and while there he attended a luncheon at which Maj. Gen. Singlaub

was present. In the course of conversation , the subject of troop withdrawals arose and Mal.

Gen. Singlaub commented on possible actions which could be taken since the decision had

not yet been made. Gen. Rogers responded that in his opinion the decision to withdraw had.

in fact, been made, and that what remained to decide was hcw best to accomplish the

withdrawal. Maj. Gen. Singlaub then asked if Gen. Rogers had been given a rationale for

withdrawal, and Rogers replied he had been given none.22 This statement may have cat'sed

Singlaub to assume tMat the advice and counsel of senior military officers was neither being

sought nor taken by President Carter and may have been the match which sparked the swift

chain of events which led to both the end of Singlaub's career and the eventual repudiation of

the administration's plans for troop withdrawals.



Ill. SHOWDOWN.

"We Cannot chanK'e )('liti(s. .Ve tmu.sr do our duty

/ilentlv."

General Werner Vom Fritsch

Comnmander -in-Chief of the German A rmY, 1934-1 93Y;g

"One does nor win his /artes In. going public."

General Bernard W. Rogers. Chief of'Staff of the United

States Army, 1977. 21

While Roger's fateful conversation with Singlaub was taking place, key members of the

administration were preparing to depart for Korea. Undersecretary of State for Political Affairs

Philip C. Habib and the Chairman of the JCS, Gen. George Brown, had been designated as

special envoys with the mission to persuade the Park regime that the proposed pull -out did not

signify a weakening of the United States resolve to defend South Korea. and to consult with Park

and his ministers on the scale and timing of the five-year withdrawal plan. 25 Carter had

announced hs policy decision in a manner which irritated a Congress already sensitized by the

friction generated by the Nixon administration.

As noted in the hearings conducted by the House of Representatives on the decision to

withdraw troops from Korea, Congress had never been officially notified of the plan and had

never considered or debated the policy decision. In fact, it had only recently overwhelmingly

defeated a radical withdrawal proposal generated within the House Armed Services Committee

itself.-'" Nevertheless, it cannot be stated that Carter's actions were without public support,- 7 for

Il)



the record of the Park Regime on human rights was abysmal, and Park himself was both

unyielding and arrogant. If Carter viewed the withdrawal as one means of influence which the

Park regime would understand, he was not without reason. However, the overall atmosphere

was characterized by a prickly tension between the Carter administration. Congress. and the

Pentagon. Ever, the administration itself was split on the Korea policy. As the then Secretary of

State. Cyrus Vance, points out. "In the Pentaon. ci'vlians and 'eneralt alike were totallv )ppo ved. fit

cuiirse. as were inost ol n'm" own associates in the East Asian Bureau ... (author's underliring)"211

It was into this atmosphere that Maj. Gen. Singlaub boldly strode. Singlaub granted John

Saar of the Washington Post an interview on May 19, 1977, just days before the administration

envoys were to arrive. Singlaub commented bluntly that the withdrawal plan was ill-advised,

opposed by many of "the senior military people" and would lead to war with North Korea. He

expressed his deep concern that policymakers might have been working with outdated

intelligence, citing a recent intelligence estimate that demonstrated that North Korea was much

stronger than had been previously thought. Despite his outspoken opposition to the policy

decision. Singlaub also took the position "If the decision is made we will execute it with enthusiasm

and a hti,'h level of professional skill". The interview also included reference to the misgivings of

Gen. John W. Vessey, then Commander-in-Chief of the United Nations and U.S. forces in Korea

and his deputy. Lt. Gen John J. Burns. Unidentified sources were quoted as saying that Vessey

had expressed his concerns directly to Carter and Defense Secretary Harold Brown.") Both the

Washington Post and the New York Times featured articles on the interview. The

administration's response was not long in coming. Several hours after the publication of the

interview, the White House announced that Maj. Gen. Singlaub had been told to report personally

to the President at the White House. 30 This was a rare and unusual order-l and did not escape

the notice of the press, who fanned the fires by publishing succeeding articles which called into

question the decision-making processes of the administration.

II



John Saar. following-up his initial interview. reported on May 20th that Singlaub's fellow

officers in Korea privately supported his position but would not speak out publicly for fear of

receiving similar treatment. He also reported that Singlaub's commander. Gen. Vessey, had

stated to the United Press International as early as April 30th that " the widtdraýi••a ul all AnierrfL €1

',,rund troop" vw,'!dd rame the p.sibhtlitv o0 war in Korea". Vessy, however, had been careful to

qualify his statements as being the view of the on-scene commander - recognizing that the

overall view and political decision of the President should prevail. Unattributed sources were

quoted as saying that Singlaub had no intention of undermining the President but had only

attempted to contribute to what he thought was a still-evolving policy.'-' Meanwhile, others

entered the fray. Former President Ford responded to a question about the recall of Singlaub by

supporting the President's action as an instance of asserting clear civilian control over the

military. Melvin Laird, Nixon's Secretary of Defense, concurred with administration's assessment

on the advisability of troop withdrawals from South Korea, and the Chairman of the JCS. Gen.

Brown, himself in a touchy position due to his publicized remarks charging that Jews exercised

disproportionate control over the media, opined that ",Vobndv has said the ntlitarv n- cannot distree.

IBt there's .nich a thin'4 as tact. "' Soon the Congress would seek a place on the stage as the

drama unfolded.

Maj. Gen. Singlaub returned to the United States late on the 20th of May. The following day,

President Carter held two publicly scheduled meetings. The first was with Habib and Brown to

finalize preparations for their consultations with the South Koreans. The second was a brief thirty

minute meeting with Maj. Gen. Singlaub. Less than an hour after this meeting the Secretary of

Defense. Harold Brown, announced Singlaub's dismissal as Chief of Staff. U.S. Forces, Korea.

Officially, Brown's position was that he had recommended the reassignment of Singlaub ,ecause

his public statements challenging announced national policy compromised his ability to carry out

his duties in Korea. In particular, the administration pointed out that part of his duties as Chief of

Staff involved conducting negotiations with the North Koreans and that his statements had

12



damaged his ability to effectively perform this duity..)4 Singlaub himself was slated to return to

Korea only to gather his family and belongings and return to the United States pending the

identification of a new assignment. Parallels were almost immediately drawn with Truman's firing

of MacArthur, who had also publicly opposed the Korean Folicy of a President' 5

However, information was already coming to light that the "public Clhalienm•"' may not have

been intentional - at least on an attributable basis. Bernard Weinraub reported in the New York

Times that Singlaub had informed the Pentagon that he had assumed the interview was on

background, and not for direct attribution. "I Regardless of the circumstances surrounding his

interview, Maj. Gen. Singlaub was now at center stage, and would find it difficult to exit quietly.

Congress sansed the opportunity to reassert its role in the development and conduct of foreign

policy. Singlaub therefore was requested to testify before a subcommittee of the the House

Armed Services Committee, which had swiftly initiated a review of the decision to withdraw troops

from Korea. The press correctly identified the hearings as a "frOnal assailt" on Carter's Korea

Policy.)7 Thus, Maj. Gen. Singlaub found himself testifying before Congress on the 25th of May,

scant days since he had been interviewed by Saar for the Washington Post

The hearings led off with Maj. Gen. Singlaub but eventually encompassed the entire military

chain-of-command. The immediate effect of the hearings was to fuel a growing resistance to the

withdrawal of troops from Korea. In a sense, the showdown was not between the administration

and Singlaub, who maintained that he had not been aware that his comments were for the

record'1, but between the administration and Congress. Several days after Singlaub's testimony

before Congress, Gen. Rogers, the Army Chief of Staff, announced that Maj. Gen. Singlaub

would be assigned as the Chief of Staff, U.S. Army Forces Command, confirming the President's

prior announcement that Singlaub was to assume a new position of equivalent responsibility and

status [to Singlaub's previous position]. Coupled with the President's public announcement that
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Singlaub had been neither , it appeared that the personal breach between

Carter and Singlaub had been healed, at least on the surface.
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IV. REASONED COURAGE OR FOLLY?

"I will go t) m\" death with that lapse in courage.

Harold K. Johnson. Chief of Staff of the United States

A rnm'. '

General Harold K. Johnson lamented that he had not resigned over the conduct of the

war in Vietnam. rationalizing at the time that he could do more by staying on and working

within the system. Such a resignation would certainly have brought into public view his,

and his peers, discontent with the policy, or lack thereof, for prosecution of the war in

Vietnam. As noted in the introductory quotes to the previous section. others have felt

that policy was simply not in the realm of the soldier or that dissent, if any, should be

done out of the public's eye. Yet the Singlaub Affair acted as a catalyst for the initiation

of a sucessful challenge to Presidential Policy . regardless whether Singlaub's actions

were laudable or not. While we may never know whether that policy would have

eventually been overturned through other means, the Singlaub Affair does offer limited

evidence countering one of the theses raised by Col. Lloyd J. Mathews in his article,

Resign.,ation in ProtesIr - that more can be done by remaining within the system. The

headlines generated by Singlaub's statements eventually drew sufficient public concern

to allow others who opposed the withdrawal to marshal forces in strength. A Presidential

Decision was then forced into a public forum for debate. Was this truly, then, a case of a

soldier taking his case to the public, with all the attendant penalties? Did Singlaub truly

believe that war was the inevitable outcome of following Carter's Korea policy and were

his actions ethically consistent? Did Singlaub reach the conclusion that to remain silent

constituted "improper support" and to speak out "proper dissent*?
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As alreay discussed, there were early press reports that Mal. Gen. Singlaub had denied

that he had actually been speaking with the intent of publicly going on the record as opposing the

withdrawal His testimony before the House Armed Services Committee made this both a matter

of public record and vividly clear. He explained that "... .wme will behlieve that re,,ard'e of i lch'ther I

thoutIf,'l it i remarks were Jur tnonatirthuiton., t"aim was ltill the vtia e - uti take isse!t tlh 'ttor c•tu "\in

ahtedI national weciurit% p(,itcv Howrever. I can ttle Late't oricaflfl that sc. h w(as not mox inl.t ni. ft

Singlaub strove to demonstrate that at the time of the interview, he was under the impression that

he was providing background material to assist a reporter (Saar) to understand the complexities

of the Korean situation. Further, Singlaub noted he had provided the reporter with his opinion

that senior ROK officers believed that Carter's withdrawal proposal would lead to war. He had

expressed his own agreement with this view from a purely military viewpoint, and had noted that

he did not take into account political factors which were properly the domain of the President. In

sum, he attributed the events which followed to his naiveness about press relaticns.4"

The interviewer, however, disputed this position. John Saar stated that while the interview

with Singlaub had been arranged by a staffer, with whom he had been conducting an off-the-

record interview, there had been no such precondition placed upon his interview with Singlaub.

In fact, Saar stated that he specifically gave Singlaub his understanding that the interview was for

the record. Singlaub had then asked if that had been the basis of Saar's interview with Gen.

Burns, and when Saar responded affirmatively, had stated "Well. make if on the reL.rd...". Saar

also stated that he had heard that the general had tried to have his staff call" and impose

retroactive rules upon him, but that no one had actually ever contacted him. Singlaub's

testimony contradicted this version of events . While Singlaub concurred that he and Saar had

conferred over the telephone, events had transpired somewhat differently. Saar had asked for

confirmation that the interview had been on the record, and he (Singlaub) had insisted it was not.

Saar then brought up the fact that Singlaub had not specified nonattribution during the interview



and Sioglaub agreed. Finally, Saar stated that unless Singlaub was prepared to retract or

change his statements he would file the story as is. At this point Singlaub stated 'Well. I vue.s I

L'df't S lp \ li". f

Whether or not this was, in fact, a case of naivete in dealing with the press. Mal. Gen.

Singlaub certainly did not learn from experience. Barely a year later, during a question-and-

answer period following an address to the Reserve Officer Training Corps candidates at Georgia

Tech. Singlaub termed the administration's decision not to produce the neutron bomb ridiculous

and militarily unsound. News representatives were present, although again the claim was made

that the criticism was inadvertently made public through misunderstanding the ground rules for

his comments 4 7. Mal. Gen. Singlaub was again summoned to a meeting in Washington, D.C.'

although this time he met with military officials. His commanding officer, Gen. Frederick

Kroesen, recommended that Singlaub be permitted to retire, and a terse Army announcement

noted that the recommendation had been accepted. 48

Although the record indicates that he had many points of contention with the Carter

administration, and that he was not averse to commenting on policies that he believed were

unsound, Mal. Gen. Singlaub denied that he had attempted to take issue with the country's

national security policy.49 This is difficult to reconcile with his statements and actions. Whether

or not his remarks were for attribution they constituted a vocal disagreement with publicly

announced policy. It Singlaub had not meant to challenge policy, then what of his belief that the

withdrawal of ground forces from Korea would lead to war? Was it ethically consistent to hold

that belief and not speak up?

Mal. Gen. Singlaub maintained his position that withdrawal would lead to war during his

testimorny before Congress. Certainly it appears that while other senior officers may have had

misgivings, they did not see the withdrawal in as a grim a light. General Rogers, for example, felt
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that Singlaub had not taken into account other compensatory actions which were to accompany

the withdrawal.f" Further. his testimony made it clear that subsequent to the President rejecting

the recommendations of the JCS, he could have gone directly to the President, if he had so

desired. ý The Chairman of the JCS , Gen, Brown, confirmed that the JCS had been part of the

security review process leading to the President's decision to withdraw troops from Korea. and

that compensatory actions executed in a timely manner in conjunction with the withdrawal would

assure a successful defense against an attack against South Korea. - At the time of the

hearings, then, it was difficult to substantiate reasons for a strong belief that withdrawal would

lead to war, although the comments of the senior military leadership contained enough carefully

qualified statements to clearly give the impression that they were not particularly satisfied with the

direction of the administration's policy. Yet a state of satisfaction or disaffection for a policy is

clearly different in degree to a position based on moral and ethical grounds.

The example of Dr. Margot O'Toole, cited earlier, is illustrative. She had a fundamental

problem of professional ethics with the research paper of Dr. Imanishi-Kari. Reviews of Imanishi-

Kari's work done within the scientific establishment found no serious flaws that would not be

discovered by other scientists and Imanishi-Kan herself agreed that there had been a

",1t. ivtat•,•fen". Given the fundamental ethical problem with characterizing some fifteen pages of

falsified data as a ",ns.g.5tatement', O'Toole felt she could not accept the decision of her superiors,

who had not carefully examined all relevant material, that the matter was one of scientific

interpretation. A line had been crossed.5- The example of Imanishi-Kari and O'Toole is useful

as a case in which a subordinate initially used the chain of command available to question

actions by senior colleagues. When her seniors amved at a "polncv ,ecisln*, so to speak,

supporting the status quo, O'Toole made a courageous decision to continue her opposition to a

course of action she was convinced was fundamentally flawed, although such opposition took her

out of the institution to which she belonged and into a public venue. When she did so, not only

was her professional judgement questioned, but her seeming lack of loyalty to the scientific



institution was castigated because she had called into question the judgement of fellow

professionals.

General Harold K. Johrson saw that line also, however he did not take the action he later

saw as both appropriate and necessary. The difficulty in the Singlaub Affair is determining

whether or not a clear line differentiated disagreement with Carter's withdrawal policy from a case

of professional military officers mildly disagreeing with the interpretation of the eventual outcome.

or one in which the outcome was so serious as to test professional and personal ethics of the

country's military leadership. Senior officers clearly did not consider a moral or ethical

compulsion to publicly repudiate the policy. Maj. Gen Singlaub. while stating he believed it

would lead to war, maintained that he had no intention to publicly challenge the policy and would

have carried out any final policy decision.. despite the fact that he believed it would plunge us into

another war on the Korean Peninsula (authors italics). Mathew Cooper. analyzing the failures of

the German professional military caste, points out that although they believed a limit was set to

their resistance to Hitler by their duty of military obedience they were quite wrong. There are such

limits when the lives of thousands, perhaps hundreds of thousands are at stake.54 So too is it

ultimately unjustifiable to fall back on the argument that public disagreement with policy is

unacceptable in cases where the stakes are similarly high. But was that the case with respect to

Korea? The evidence, or at :east the testimony of senior military leaders, seems to say

otherwise.

As the Singlaub Affeir amply demonstrated, policy changes can be effected by even

inadvertent actions of an individual. The difficulty remains in possessing that insight which allows

such moral differentiation, and possessing the moral courage to stand alone, it necessary. and to

accept the consequences of taking what will always be a lonely and painful road. The Singlaub

Affair leaves no clean lines of demarcation. Any analysis can only show relative merits, while the

absolutes-based on moral and ethical convictions- remain rooted in the individuals. Carter did
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not withdraw troops from Korea as planned so the question of whether or not withdrawal would

have precipitated conflict will remain unanswered. Singlaub's own motives seem clear at first

glance but his subsequent testimony muddies the waters and removes much of the moral or

ethical underpinning from his actions, and his statements upon retirement. charging the

administration with not being completely honest and engaging in a hoax in discussing the

withdrawal of troops from Korea" only further confuse a researcher seeking a moral high

ground. The answers to the questions I sought in researching the Singlaub Affair. appear to be -

perhaps tragically- mundane.
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V. ('( )\(LL'SI( )NS.

Hi.,h White Htuse druma onA, served to .•ive it

far mnre wiintepuance and ýuh.%rance than it de-

%erved.

Washini,on Post Editorial. 1977.

I conclude that Mal. Gen Singlaub disagreed with the policy to withdraw U.S. ground forces

from Korea and wished to see that policy changed, bul not quite in a way that involved him so

directly and personally. A Washington Post editorial characterized him. perhaps unkindly, as a

". e.",!eL(;rdaed t wnhai otficer (in"o twnellectuIl pretensions. past his peak and demttned (,l" Jnr

rc:ttremen.t makinq wine irrepon sible remarkv. ""' Mal. Gen. John K. Singlaub deserves a bettL-r

career epitaph than that, but the uncalculafed actions of a few minutes duration cast a pal! over

a long and distinguished career. Blunt, outspoken perhaps, but with a reputation for honesty.

Singlaub found himself at the center of a larger conflict involving the Carter administration with, at

one time or another, numerous and entrenched centers of power Washington.

Mal. Gen. Singlaub sought to characterize his remarks to Saar as background information

provided wrth the intert of allowing the position of Republic of Korea officials to be known prior to

the meeting with the Presidential envoys. Habib a.ld Brown. Singlaub observed that it was only

when he expressed his personal opinion that he "'qp into trouble'. I believe it is fair to say that

for a person in his position such remarks were inflammatory, and he was obligated to ensure that 1'
he knew the context in wfch he was making those rpmarks. There is conflicting testimony as to

whether he understood the ground rules at the time of the interview - - a good argument for the

suggestion of Richard f alloran that the servKies formerly adopt dealing with the press as part of
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the well-rounded officer's education at all levels4' - but little doubt that prior to publication he

realized he was to be quoted directly. By his admission, he declined to retract or change his

statement when offered the opportunity. Singlaub also admitted that he was aware that 'he

President had definitely decided to withdraw ground troops from Korea4l which casts his

statement that he was prepared to carry out the policy once a decision had been made in a

confused light. That is, he chose to dispute the wisdom of the policy, even if off-the-record.

knowing the decision had been made. Yet this confusion alone does not explain the

unsatisfactory chain of events that trailed Singlaub into retirement. Singlaub's actions appear to

have placed him in a position where he had difficulty determining where his duty lay. He wavered

between the institutional credos of loyalty and obedience and some sort of personal moral stand.

He appears to have attempted to influence policy by providing off-the-record background while

stating he was prepared to execute the policy if it could not be changed. However. even that

latter statement was qualified in his own testimony before Congress. Although he testified that

he felt that if a decision had been made he was required to execute it and not speak out publicly.

he added that the President's decision to remove him from his position in Korea had certain

benefits for him. In particular, he "Pnight have been faced with some serious detiston? :t f he) had

returned to Korea and found the decision was made and (he) was ordered to exec'tte it... (lie) would tace

a very serious personal problem as to whether (he) would have to retire rather than participate in that

/ecison "I Thus, while public disagreement he considered an improper form of dissent.

retirement rather than participation in the execution of the decision was proper. However, he had

knowingly already contributed to public dissent with the policy.

Maj. Gen. Singlaub clearly struggled to establish rationale for his past actions, but his

contradictory statements do not make a strong basis for elevation of his downfall to classic

proportions. Carter's genuine concern for human rights have left his failed policies cast in some

semblance of a martyr's light, no such light traces the faded steps of John Singlaub. His efforts

to explain his position before Congress only put him in contention with his military superiors on
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various points, while at the same time he was reiterating his sob"rty emphasis on carrying out

assigned duties without publiclv challenging what he saw as bad policy Extraordinary action

appears to have been precipitated through oversight rather than design and despite the adverse

consequences that ensued. no credit can be given when the intent is lacking.

A sense of ambiguity is left at the end of the trail, which only serves to illustrate how difficult it

is to know when and how to exercise moral courage. supposing we have it. It must clearly be

accompanied by a fine and practiced judgement able to differentiate between almost invisible

lines in the sand, Perhaps that wisdom which comes from experience also teaches us to

moderate our temperament, or perhaps to control it rather than the contrary. Youth has often

been associated with impetuosity and an intolerance that often results in decisive committments

without careful assessment of the consequences. In that sense t is easier to understand both

the quick intolerance of a young officer and the measured exasperation, at times. of those who

have reached the upper rungs of our profession. Harold R. Winton concluded that the successful

military reformer must harbor a radical intellect in a traditional temperament.h" However, his

argument may apply to more than just those who seek to reform the Army. A moderate - or

perhaps more aptly, a mature - temperament may very well be a criteria for sucessfull leadership

at the highest levels of today's Army. The consequences of reversing the blend is

counterproductive for the institution and the individual.

Singlaub had a number of options through which he could. and perhaps did. challenge the

wisdom of Carter's Korean policy. If we accept his statements that he was obligated not to

challenge the policy publicly once the decision had been made. 9 is difficult to reconcile his

statements with his actions, and it is the difficulty of reconciling his deeds and his actions which,

in the end. colors my interpretation of his intentions. Thus I conclude that the path which lead to

his eventual retirement seems more likely to have been based upon a series of judgemental

errors perhaps indicative of an immature temperament. While dificult to assess, perhaps the first
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error was his opinion that the policy would lead inevitably to war. As the testimony of his

superiors betore Congress indicated, there were other factors which he may not have considered

in drawing that conclusion His second error was in discussing the issue with Saar without

knowing the ground rules, and compounding the error by providing his own opinion when his

stated purpose was to provide the positions of the Korean officials. Here perhaps his

temperament compounded his judgemental error. Bluntness in itself is not necessarily a fault.

Wedded to a lapse in judgement. however, it can be fatal. Singlaub apparently had the

opportunity to back away from his first public statements, although the exact nature of the choice

differs according to the source. He chose to be publicly quoted. Later he testified before

Congress and reiterated the same opinions which . in print, resulted in his recall from Korea. I

believe the end result placed Mal. Gen. Singlaub in a position in which he sought to justify his

actions after the fact. reflected in Congressional testimony which on the one hand indicated he

was committed to carrying out policy decisions once made, and on the other, that he would have

been faced with the decision to retire rather than carry out such policy decisions. The Sinq!aub

Affair, then, is illustrative of the difficulties encountered by officers as they grow in seniority.

responsibility, and access to the media. It also illustrates the difficulties in developing the fine

sense of judgement necessary to moral and ethical differentiation, the problems associated with

applying such judgement, and the importance of temperament to judgement..

.\lan Ned Sabrosky( Assistant Professor of Politics. The Catholic I Jiniversity ,,f Amnerica). in a Letter to
the Editor. ['he Washington Post p. A-16. ('ol. 3. May 25. 1977.
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